RESIN BONDED DRIVEWAYS

DRIVETEC
RESIN BONDED DRIVEWAYS
For the perfect new driveway

Getting a new drive couldn’t be easier or cost efficiant
than choosing a resin bonded drive from Drivetec.
Using our unique, commercially formulated resin from Colas - the
market leaders in commercial surfacing - coupled with Derbyshire
aggregate’s stone, we can help restore your drive and transform it
to give your home a unique look.
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Make a statement with
a stunning entrance

Our unique commercial resin perfect for your driveway

Our unique resin from the commercial
sector especially for your drive
Our driveways are laid with a resin surface, filled with stone to
make the drive eco friendly, non – slip, ultra resilient and good
looking driveway possible.
We use resin from Colas – a commercial surfacing company – which has
been made specifically for commercial use making it the best possible
resin for your driveway.

Colas Spraygrip Resin Bonded
In situations where there is potential for high lateral stress, caused for instance
by power steering, vehicles braking, or high volumes of traffic, a synthetic
resin system is recommended. Colasgrip can be applied over both bituminous
and concrete substrates and the binder pigmented to blend with the choice of
aggregate, if required. Colasgrip offers the perfect surfacing solution for
decorative sites, imposing driveways and landscaped areas.

Colas Spraygrip Resin Bonded

RESIN

Leochip VLS is a cold applied, durable surface dressing binder. Leochip VLS
is ideal for producing a high quality, natural and aesthetically pleasing finish to
drives and footpaths.

The best quarried stone available in a
number of colours and styles.
COLOUR & STONE
We are able to offer a number of colour and stone combinations
suitable for any driveway or any use. Stone ranges from 1mm to
10mm and there are several different colours available.

Derbyshire Aggregates
Our supplier, Derbyshire Aggregates is able to offer you the
choice of 35 different combinations of stone and colour and we
can implement these for you combined with our Colas resin to
make the perfect drive.

STONE

Over 30 different colours and stone

CASE
STUDY

Resin Bonded Driveway with 27” Extension
Moorgreen, Nottinghamshire
The project was to refurbish an existing drive of old
concrete which was pitted and cracked and to extend the
width of the drive to allow for stepping out of parked
vehicle.
We extended the drive by 18” width an additional 9”
decorative edging.
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01 SURFACE
Existing concrete - pitted
and cracked

02 RESIN

03

Brittany Bronze 5mm

03 STONE
Brittany Bronze 5mm

04 EDGING
Charcoal block paving

02

05 TIMESCALES
1 day edging and preperation
1 day laying to completion

01 MAINTENANCE FREE
Our Resin Bonded products are impervious to water, which
makes it weed free. Petroleum, diesel, oil, acid and alkaline
fluids also wash away with a strong detergent making it stain
resistant. All that is required is a periodic jet wash and regular
stiff brush to remove dirt and mud to keep it looking pristin
fro years to come.

02 LOW COST INSTALLATION
As we are repairing and using existing surfaces this makes
chosing a resin bonded driveway 50% cheaper than traditional
drive products.

03 ANTI SKID NON-SLIP
Recommended by the Health and Safety Executive as the best
product under foot and regularly used in the commercial
sector such as at hospitals, road crossings and parks.

04 ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Resin is a petroleum bi product with man made, sustainable
products. And as we are not removing your old driveway there
is no landfill so lower carbon footprint.

BENEFITS

05 NO MAJOR DISRUPTION
Our works are carried out within a couple of days without the
problems major ground works bring and there is no disruption
to areas around the works with a clean, tidy, dust free job.

06 NATURAL STONE BONDED SURFACE
All of our stone is quarried and as natural as the pebbles on
the beach that is graded into an even size of 2-5mm and 1-3
mm, washed, dried and bagged.

07 FIXED PRICE QUOTES
Our prices are not estimates, they are fixed quotes as we are
working from what we can see

08 NO PLANNING PERMISSION NEEDED
Becasue we are using existing surfaces no plaaning is
needed in almost all cases.

09 FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE
For that extra peice of mind all of our works are guaranteed for
five years. We also carry out an inspection after the first year
to clean and fix any maintenance needed.

TELEPHONE: 0115 727 0009
EMAIL: sales@drivetecltd.co.uk
WEB: www.drivetecltd.co.uk

Unit 10 Byron Business Centre Hucknall
Nottinghamshire NG15 7HP

